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7 refuge (n) protection or shelter 避難所
7 kerfuffle (n) a disorderly outburst  吵鬧，混亂
8 organic (adj) relating to living organisms 有機的
8 figurine (n) a small moulded figure 小塑像

11 take off (phr v) to get started or set in motion 開始成功
12 acid (n) a chemical substance that can dissolve other substances 酸
12 accuse (v) to say that someone has done something wrong 指責
13 physician (n) a medical doctor 醫生
13 get over (phr v) to feel better after something has made you unhappy 恢復過來
14 flora (n) all the plant life in a particular region 植物群
14 fauna (n) all the animal life in a particular region 動物區系
14 itinerary (n) a proposed route of travel 旅行日程
15 classify (v) to arrange in different categories 分類
15 dedication (n) wholehearted commitment 奉獻
15 barely (adv) by a small margin 勉強
16 chaffinch (n) a small European bird with a cheerful song 花雞
16 cactus (n) a desert plant with thick stems for storing water 仙人掌
17 offspring (n) the young of an animal 後代
17 feature (n) a typical quality 特點
17 transmit (v) to transfer to another 傳遞

18 unveil (v) (1) to remove the cover from 除去覆蓋物; (2) to make visible 揭露
18 scandal (n) a disgrace 恥辱
18 divided (adj) separated into parts 分裂的

19 caricature (v)
to draw pictures that exaggerate someone’s appearance and behaviour in a 
humorous way 創作諷刺畫

19 ancestor (n) an earlier form of plant or animal 原種
19 found (v) to use as a basis 建基於

21 trove (n) treasure of unknown ownership found 寶藏
21 sponge (n) a marine animal with a porous body 海綿動物
21 antiquity (n) the distant past 古代
21 safe (n) a strong box or cupboard for storing valuables 保險箱
22 mould (n) a case with a particular shape 模子
22 specimen (n) a sample 樣本
23 crustacean (n) a water animal with a hard shell 甲殼類動物
23 anatomy (n) the scientific study of the structure of the body 解剖學
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24 urchin (n)
a small sea animal that has a hard shell covered with sharp points like needles 
海膽

24 accumulate (v) to collect or gather 積累

26 inhabit (v) to live in a place 居住於
26 dormant (adj) (of volcanos) temporarily inactive 睡火山
26 evidence (n) available facts for proving a belief  證據
26 cartographer (n) a person who makes maps 製圖者

27 rudder (n)
a flat piece of material at the back of a boat that is moved from side to side 
to control the direction 舵

27 iguana (n) a large greenish-grey lizard of tropical America 鬣蜥

27 waterhole (n)
a depression in which water collects, especially one that is regularly drunk 
from by animals 水坑

28 ember (n)
a small piece of wood or coal, etc., that stays red and hot after the fire has 
stopped burning 餘燼

28 bustle (v) to be busy and lively 喧鬧
29 rifle (n) a shoulder firearm with a long barrel 步槍
29 ponder (v) to think deeply 沉思

32 rhea (n) a fast-running flightless bird similar to ostriches 美洲鴕，三趾鴕鳥
34 communal (adj) for or by a group 公共的
34 ruffle (v) to move something so that they become untidy 弄亂
34 shoot (n) a new branch 新枝
34 supplement (v) to add an extra amount to 補充
35 plumage (n) all the feathers on a bird’s body 全身羽毛
35 muted (adj) made softer 温和的
35 sprinter (n) someone who runs a short distance at top speed 短跑運動員
35 plant (v) to set firmly or deeply 插
35 skid (v) to slide without control 打滑
37 surveillance (n) close observation 監視
37 viciously (adv) cruelly or wildly 兇狠地
37 down (n) small, soft feathers of a bird 羽絨
38 beige (adj) pale brown 香檳金的

40 precisely (adv) exactly 正是
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